6/3/20 - Episode #15
Growing Building Materials Sales Now
Stop waiting, start creating the new normal.
(with Special Guest - Mark Mitchell)

[Allison]: 
I met today’s guest several years ago, through...wait for it….Linkedin! And we’ve cultivated a great friendship and had many change-the-world conversations since then.

Mark Mitchell, is known as the Whizard of building materials sales and marketing.

He’s also the author of the industry bible, Building Materials Channel Marketing. 

With 30 years experience, he’s helped more than 100+ building materials companies get the results they want by getting to the core of their customer’s needs.

And, you’ve got to check out his Whizard Summit. It happens twice a year in Boulder and he just keeps upping the game! I’ve talked to so many people who attended and felt like it was worth way more than what they paid.

Visit http://www.SeeTheWhizard.com to learn more.

Mark, thank you for hanging out with us on this episode of MFG OutLoud!

This is gonna be fun!!


[Mark]: 
Thanks for having me….thank you for that introduction. 


[Allison]: 
Today we’re talking about growing you sales NOW and instead of waiting for the new normal, creating it.
 
You and I have talked about this extensively…
 
The majority of manufacturers and especially those in the building materials space are comfortable making incremental improvements based on what has worked in the past.

Covid-19 has changed everything!!!
 
AND
 
We believe they can make game-changing improvements based on a better understanding of their customers and how they want to be sold. NOW. 
 
Truth is Architects, Builders, Contractors, Dealers, and Distributors are all changing – and so are the best ways to communicate with and serve them. Notice I said serve and not sell.

Waiting is going to leave you in the dust or out of business.
Let’s start there.

[Mark]: 
Great! The thing that I notice is that the building materials industry is behind...it’s not like an Apple or Nike. It’s about ten years behind the rest of the world. 

It’s slow and stubborn to change for many reasons. My concern is that I don't know where to draw the line and I'm going to be generous since there’s a fixed percent of the people who realize the world has changed and they have to change.

And a percent of people who are waiting for the old normal to return. It’s like they mentally can't get their hands around “if I don't physically go meet with you face-to-face and show you this or convince you of this or whatever, okay, I can't make it safe.

And I know what you guys have noticed, but I'm I'm seeing the results and where customers who are overworked and understaffed. So the most valuable commodity is their time and so when you say I want to come meet with you I kind of feel like there's going to be 10 minutes worth of information that I need to be polite and culturally and all this other stuff I'm going to have to devote it 60 to 90 minutes to meeting with you.

Okay and so I'm doing this to be a nice guy you're doing this to be a nice person and I have 10 minutes of information I need. How can you get that to me and not waste your time and drive 4 hours to come... maybe meet with me when we could do it over the phone or Zoom call or a combination of different things.

And there will still be a time and place for face-to-face meetings, but I think it is going to rapidly climb to where it’s the customers saying, “Hey, don't don't waste your time or money coming to see me okay.”

Like, I like your product and I have this question. Give me the answer that's what I need. That's a big thing you guys are seeing too, but that that's what I kind of see.

They're kind of stuck, but they're going to be when we come out of this and customers start to refuse to have a meeting with them, not because they don't like their products or they have no interest, but because they can't afford the time.

I'm going to say there's a positive and a negative. There’s potential to this article I wrote about a salesperson who called me and said, “Mark, I have 15 minutes to meet with, I think it was 15 Lumber dealers in Michigan, and I paid three-hundred and fifty dollars to be a sponsor I get 15 minutes at a table, like speed-dating. What should I do in my thing?”

The last thing you should do is talk about your product of your company and I sent him a list of like six subjects. Like:

how do you compete with big boxes  
how do you compete with builders that are more and more demanding you know and negotiated rebates  
they want you not just to deliver once a day but twice a day or whatever their expectations are they just keep rising  
how do you find the the people to work for you that can learn and adapt quickly 
   

And later that day and he's like, Mark, after 90 minutes I had to leave cuz I had another meeting. In the end he said there were people there who could potentially buy a million dollars of our products; some were customers.

Three other guys said, “Hand me your business card and said please contact me! Anybody that understands our business the way you do... we should be doing business with.”

No one cares if you started in 1853 or that you’re “greener” than the other guy and knowing we install faster than any of the other stuff, right?! It’s all about them! 

Too frequently that's probably the biggest thing I always preach to people is you know the more you can know about the customer the better you will do. Don’t get lost in thinking you have to know more about the product than anybody.

You can pick up the phone and call your technical director and ask him a question about the perm rating. You don't have to know everything. A potential customer will open up and tell me all these things I never would have even asked him cuz I listen first. Sell second.

Hopefully people will first of all establish their expertise and their credibility by showing knowledge of the customer then the customer will come to them with questions about the products the company, the service levels, lead times, whatever issues are important to them.

[Allison:]
I think that that is essential on the sales side, but as you know I am a marketer first and we're constantly doing the same thing that you're doing.

Empathy has to be your starting point and if marketing isn't showing empathy, isn't telling people I see you, I understand you, (which supports what the sales people are doing). If they're going about this in the way that you're describing then it all works so well together.

So what do you say to manufacturers who are reticent? Who feel that there's so much fear in doing something different than the way they've always marketed before? To adopt this model and a really support their salespeople.

Communicating in a new and way, a more effective way, because people don't make deicisions rationally like everyone thinks. That's 5% of the time.

95% of the time it's based on emotion. Wouldn't it make sense to buy into this?

[Mark:]
Yes! They have not had to be great markers up until now. If you're if you're selling faucets or if you're selling drywall you feel like you’re just a commodity. There are 700 window manufacturers...you know that you can get by. 

And sales will look at something marketing had done and it was like “who did this?” I can't show this to a customer. Obviously, this person has no idea what he'll meet with an architect okay you know they dream this up and you know and it's really creative and probably win some awards be excited, but it won't do any sales for the most part. 

It’s like when customers come to you and they think they need a new “tactic or tool”;  we need a new brochure, we need a new Booth for the trade show, we need a new website.

A good marketing person/team asks questions first. Before saying yes to new tools.

Like to grow our sales with Architects this is what we've done in the past. This is our problem right now. Marketing department what do you think we should do?

That discussion doesn't happen often enough. Too often they jump to the tactic like a new website or whatever it is and they jump to this thing that doesn't end up saying anything of value to the customer. 

I think that's what's going to happen... speed, once again the coronavirus has sped things up. What I think is going to happen in the building material industry that would have been five years of change that they would have been pulled along by their customers and other influences and competitors, are going to be forced to change faster. 

Part of it is more effective marketing. In the past it was anecdotal—you were the only one in the ward, all we got 20 likes, you know that the president's wife thinks it's really great. Instead of “what's your web traffic... okay how have inquiries increased... turned into a sale. In the past marketers were guilty of avoiding accountability.

It's much easier to have somebody like or not like something then to have a number that you're measured by. Everything is a test in marketing. I've never met a marketing person that goes blank — did we ever blow that one? That was the dumbest idea we've ever done. 

Okay I mean I know a few people that will talk that way and it's like you know if I were the CEO I’d go to the marketing department every week and say, “tell me something where you failed, tell me something where you blew it, you know because you know cuz if you're not blowing it once in a while you're not forcing it hard enough.”  

It's like you can go to the website today and you know like years ago when I first started like Direct Mail was really big and so you know if you are dealing with a client that really relied on Direct Mail, now they understood like this mailing that we send out it's a 3.5% response rate.

I don't know if it's one out of three, one out of five, somewhere in there you're going to hit on something none of us expected. So you look at the website today you can go in and change the headlight on your website in 5 minutes. So why don't people go in and be changing the headliner on their website all the time?

Your website is a living breathing thing that you should be working on and changing every day. You should be trying emails that underline sales okay and you know trying crazy subject lines and crazy ideas with the intent of like finding that magic thing that you're okay with that beats every other one. 

And if competitors are doing what you're doing, using Hubspot optimal times, for example, so do you want to do that? Really do you think all these emails arrive at 10 a.m. on Thursday and they all have this in the subject line?

Good luck with that! You know we're always doing what we've always done. How come you never asked that question okay so are we making and saying something the customer wants? 

Unfortunately in many companies it’s kind of their goal is to keep their job and I keep my job by keeping the boss happy and the boss isn't telling me to challenge him, isn't telling me to bring new ideas, okay he’s/she’s telling me to do what I'm told right and and so you know and we need more people that are challenging employees. Who aren't afraid to tell us things we don't want to hear you know.

‘Cause I'll get hired by companies and I'll be sitting there at the table and there’s the  president and there's all of his staff right and I just start reeling off to him all the stuff that’s screwed up and the people are holding their breath like not trying to laugh and stuff cuz we're doing oh my God he's somebody told him. We’ve told him for years but  he's not going to listen. He had to hire someone from the  outside to come

[Allison:]
And, what do you say to building materials company and manufacturers who’ve put everything on hold; any new marketing initiatives on hold until we SEE how this pandemic plays out. Even though most have been deemed essential.

I’m seeing a lot of this right now.

So effectively anything they would have been working on that would be rolling out this fall isn’t going to be ready until the end of the year or the beginning of next year. I’ve seen a lot of companies who are saying nothing instead of continuing to connect with their audience and who aren’t communicating through social media platforms. 

Who are still speaking with a neutral voice instead of a non-neutral voice right. Instead of really leading. Being a thought leader, showing their personality, showing empathy, addressing what's happening in our world. Instead of you know just don't say anything cuz we don't know what to say. 

What do you say to those companies?

[Mark:]
First of all, we have a lot of companies that are driven by financial people. 

So it's either the CEO (used to be the CFO) or CEO reports to an investor, financial people who by their very nature tend to be conservative, risk-averse, and they seldom have a vision. They can look at a spreadsheet all day long. 

And so I find that these people are equating this to past recessions right?!  And I’ve been through several recessions and on one hand you can say they're the same, but on the other hand every one is different.

What caused it, what they effect is, how long it lasted, who benefitted. There's companies that benefit in a recession and there are companies that are punished in a recession right. And so they kind of make a blanket statement saying this is going to be a recession so we have to buckle down because by December 31st I have to deliver my numbers. So I'd rather sandbag it and play it safe and, to your point, still be happy if I have this tiny little incremental bump from okay you know 1% or 2% I'm good right.

And if I if the recession so bad that I'm not going to grow if I still can make the profit margin then I'm still good. I still have my job on you know. I got a bonus or whatever, so that's that's too often what drives companies and I think what has been surprising is every company I’ve talked to —first of all in April they said oh my God Mark, March was better than we had originally planned. March was better than before the Coronavirus. Our goal for March, we exceeded that.

And Aprils not so bad either. What’s going on?

There are some companies that are you know they're taking maybe a 10-15% knock because it's commercial projects that have been stopped her put on hold but they're sitting there going I'm still 85% of my business and you know I didn't know I thought it would be at 50% where am I going to be?

So I'm seeing people starting to come out of the woodwork where in December January oh my gosh this is going to be such a great year. I had so many major clients that were interested in you know nice engagement and then this just came along you know that all sudden everything is either call me in two months or the boss just killed everything.

Now I'm back on where like 3 times a week I'm getting some sort of inquiry about “I want to talk to you” right and there different and new companies and so I'm seeing people there's a group of people realizing that there's there's plenty of opportunity here.

And like if you're in home improvement ,oh my gosh, I can't imagine what the improvement Industries going to do with all of these people stuck up in their homes and looking every day at the problems—Things They Hate About Their House and what they want to change you know and when I talked to builders…

Builders are not seen as being bad right now let's say they're selling half the number of homes than they would have been originally selling, but they're happy they're selling half as many. They had a nine month backlog so if you bought a home from me today it'll be 9 months till I hand you the keys. This is an opportunity for me to work through that backlog and so now I can say to people if you sign I can build your home in 4 months or five or six not nine right, so in the end of the year I think they're looking at like, we’ll have a setback but this is not going to be bad. 

This has hurt our least fortunate people more than those that have any degree of success.  Those who had success have not been harmed by this. And the wealthier you are the more it's actually a benefitted from it and so I think it's like there are certain sectors like this you know if you sell doors to hotels, you're probably going to be hurting for a while. You’ll need to figure out how to sell doors to something else okay. 

We don’t know what’s gonna happen with office building, but the remodeling projects for home office? I mean, come on!!

Companies are starting to wake up and part of what’s waking them up and I’m talking about manufacturers is there Distributors, their contractors, their builders are saying, “hey I still need products, I'm still doing stuff you know” wake up, hello?!

And I think they don't know what to do with this and they don’t know what the new reality will be so I'm really curious to see when we come out of this and 

I’ve sat there for now for 3 months and not had any sales force T&E expense and my sales haven’t gone down am I going to go, do I need sales people? Do I need them to be traveling? Did I answer your question? I got off on a tangent.


[Allison:]
I think a lot of things are going to change, but I think the point of today is that you don't have to wait! There are so many things that you can do right now. Get creative!

And I think it starts with what you said before in an article, just to start with the customer. You know start with...that is the key I think. If you understand and get creative with them based on what they need and how they need you to communicate right now you're going to win!


[Mark:]
I agree! The other point, Allison, is you know when you say I want to start and you know it takes time...even if you said I want a brand new website. That’s 3 months, 6 months or a year. I want to implement a marketing automation program...it takes time.

So, if you start today, what are you talking about, September?! You’re not looking at July 15th problem right you know so if you got a new product if you've got a new way of selling your going into a new market, you want to win back some old customers, whatever it is you know you know there's this built-in at least probably six weeks lag time and people you know like either one is okay well the worst case is we're not going to do anything until 2021.

So that means you're not going to start anything in September and invest so that they're ready to hit the ground running in January...No. 


[Allison:]
They’re going to “wait and see.” And I I think you two would agree...we always tell clients the conversation is happening with or without you, the business is happening with or without you exactly either part of or hello lead the conversation or somebody else will.

So if you choose to pull back and remain quiet because you're you're going to play it safe and you're just not sure and you wanna be cautious... I'm not suggesting that people have to spend billions of dollars. [Mark:] They don’t.

This is, I don't know, it's about getting creative and it's about substance. So like you said if you really understand your customers and you are being mindful of them you're constantly altering what you're doing so you have this main strategy, but you're constantly making little modifications along the way right because it’s fluid, your not ever just stuck doing one thing one way and you're also measuring along the way like you pointed out.  And you and I've talked about this a number of times.

You've got to be mindful of “is this working?” How is this working? Is it successful? Did it fail? At least we tried and we can decide to continue or alter what we’re doing.


[Mark:]
One final point...Whenever I'm working with a company I'm looking and saying okay there's so many things that you can do today that cost literally nothing right, so if you're not taking advantage of those, like let’s do that first and then if you have money for trade shows or more samples or you want to run some ads or whatever you want to spend money on okay but if you’re first spending money but not doing the free stuff, an example is certainly social media, like if you don't have your your company and every customer-facing employee is not extremely active on LinkedIn okay you are wasting an opportunity! 

You don't get a bill from LinkedIn to put a post. You don’t get a pill to make a friend. You don't get a bill to say congratulations to an architect.

It’s just time. It’s content. You have employees who understand for example with your type of product what are the five biggest mistakes you see customers make okay. If you would just like and have somebody write that in 500 hundred words of 5 biggest mistakes that people make when choosing windows or whatever it is right and then you put that you know as a blog post OK Google is going to say “you've provided some helpful information because we got a better answer now we're going to put you at the top of this page.”

And it's going to depend on how you write it but in 5 years from now people will still be coming to this and guess what when they come that they then come to your website right. So you know and in so doing like you know well thought out and executed email programs you know well thought out and executed calls-to-action like you can download this report on my biggest mistakes and it doesn't cost you anything to put that little button on your website and they download it and tell you who they are.

And so that's when I go to companies like last fall and said you should be doing these 5 things and they go yeah we know when we get more money then we'll do that. And I'm like you spent $200,000 to go to the AIA show, have this fancy booth, and you got a hundred and fifty leads, which I guarantee you none of them are going to turn into a sale, and and that's wise use of money?? Help me understand!

I’m talking maybe fifty grand. Train your people on social media, create some content, SEO, you know are you kidding me. You don’t pay money every day for your website... it's a 365-day seven-day-a-week salesperson if you do it right. You know not a catalog that lays there you know so…


[Allison]:
Thank you so much Mark for spending this time with us. I foresee many more episodes with you as a guest. We could cover to help manufacturers really grow their sales and leave their mark on the industry.



[Ray]:  
If you’re not already, please subscribe to this podcast. And sharing is caring, so tell a colleague to tune in because you matter to us...and they do too!  

And, remember to keep manufacturing out loud! We need you! Thanks for hanging-out with us!

